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This handbook is neither a contract nor an offer of a contract. The material contained herein is not intended to substitute for, or 
otherwise modify, the regulations that are contained in the current NCU Catalog or any other official documents. This handbook 
was designed to document requirements specific to the Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) degree program. The MSN Handbook 
is reviewed annually. The University reserves the right to change any provision or requirement, including fees, at any time with or 
without notice. The University further reserves the right to require a student to withdraw from the University for cause at any time. 
Failure to read this handbook does not excuse students from the requirements and regulations described herein.

Northcentral University welcomes all qualified adult students and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, 
sexual orientation, national origin, veteran status, or disability. This applies to all Northcentral University policies, practices, or 
procedures involving applicants, students, faculty members, employees, and the public. Northcentral reserves the right to refuse 
admission to anyone the University believes does not meet Northcentral University academic standards or demonstrates actions 
or behaviors not aligned with Northcentral University policy.
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PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF NURSING

Welcome Message
On behalf of our nursing faculty and staff team members, I want to welcome you to our Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) 
program at Northcentral University! Your new learning journey is about to begin as you continue to seek and explore life-long 
learning opportunities. The MSN program at NCU is robust, immersing you in academic and practice setting endeavors to help 
you achieve your goals. Our unique one-to-one learning model and active online student community forums offer you the support 
and communication offerings to help you succeed.

We may all come from a variety of experiences and culturally diverse backgrounds, but we have one main bond in common, 
we are all nurses. As nursing faculty, we have a passionate commitment to make a positive difference in your learning and 
furthering your career through higher nursing education. By taking this next step in your degree advancement, you will develop 
valuable experiences and skills as a progressive nurse leader to engage in dynamic healthcare environments, policy initiatives, 
interprofessional collaborations, and evidence-based improvements for quality healthcare outcomes. 

Again, welcome to the MSN program, where your career goals can be realized!

Sincerely, 

Alice Myers, PhD, MSN, RN
Program Director of Nursing
amyers@ncu.edu
609-425-2872

Direct any question about the Handbook to the School of Health Sciences (shs@ncu.edu)

Dr. Alice Myers
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1 – INTRODUCTION
This Handbook has been prepared to serve as a guide for students enrolled in the Master of Science of Nursing (MSN) degree 
program at Northcentral University. University-wide rules and regulations can be found in the NCU Catalog. The policies of this 
handbook are consistent with university policies and are intended to supplement, not replace, university policies and procedures. 
In addition, the educational and practice experience protocols of the program are designed to align with the American Association 
of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) MSN Essentials (2011). 

Please read this handbook carefully, as you are expected to know this information. If you have any questions, please contact the 
Program Director of Nursing in the School of Health Sciences at shs@ncu.edu. This document will be revised periodically to reflect 
necessary programmatic changes that may occur due to changes in the profession, the University, and other requirements or 
relevant contexts. All policies, and any changes to these policies, shall be reviewed and approved by appropriate administrative 
personnel and will be communicated to students as needed.

This handbook shall be distributed to the following named persons or groups of persons: 1) All faculty members, staff, and 
leadership associated with the MSN Program; 2) All students both current and entering the MSN degree program; and 3) the 
Dean of the School of Health Sciences.

DEPARTMENT OF NURSING: MSN PROGRAM INFORMATION
The Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) program is in the Department of Nursing within the School of Health Sciences. The 
Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) program is a 36 credit-hour leadership practice-focused master’s degree with two specialty 
track options: an emphasis on management and organizational leadership in contemporary healthcare organizations, and an 
emphasis on quality and safety, preparing you to assume a broader leadership role in risk management related to quality and 
safety improvement within a healthcare organization. The mission of the MSN program is to prepare nurses to function in nursing 
leadership roles by engaging in scholarship, synthesizing evidenced-based research and institutional data, and contributing to 
interprofessional collaboration and practice implementation for optimal outcomes in diverse healthcare settings.

The faculty believes that graduate nursing education should provide nurses with a theoretical base and competencies that can be 
used in meeting diverse nursing goals.

The MSN program is offered as a post-bachelor’s program, providing a pathway for bachelor’s-prepared nurses to achieve 
masters-level competencies consistent with the specialization of study. 

Within the MSN program courses, in addition to a computer and internet access, you are required to complete assignments that 
include oral and video submissions. It is strongly recommended that you have access to a webcam and a microphone to complete 
the assignments within the program. If you experience technology problems, it is important to reach out to the instructor before 
the assignment is due. 

Overview of the MSN Program

Northcentral University, a regionally accredited educational institution, uses distance-based (online) education as the predominant 
method of instruction and interaction for its degree programs. The MSN program is housed within the School of Health Sciences 
(SHS). In a landmark study released in 2010, the Institute of Medicine issued five core recommendations for the future of nursing. 
The authors concluded that regular proximity to patients and a scientific understanding of care process across the continuum of 
care gives nurses a unique ability to act as partners with other health professionals and to lead in the improvement and redesign 
of schools, homes, health clinics, long-term care facilities, battlefields, and community and public health centers (The Future of 
Nursing, National Academy of Health Sciences, 2011). The increased complexity of providing both acute care and population 
health services, as well as the rapid integration of health technology, reinforces the need for additional education and specialized 
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expertise. The MSN program and course learning outcomes are aligned with the American Association of Colleges of Nursing 
(AACN) MSN Essentials (2011). The MSN program offers two specializations to prepare students to become leaders in their 
organizations.

MSN IN MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
The MSN Management and Organizational Leadership specialization is designed for experienced nurses who want to expand 
their career options. This specialty prepares staff nurses to assume a broader leadership role in nursing management within a 
healthcare organization and to actively participate in and lead interdisciplinary teams. In addition to the American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing (AACN) MSN Essentials (2011), the specialization outcomes were based upon the American Organization 
of Nurse Leaders (AONL) Competencies (2015).

Credit Hour Requirements

The MSN: Management in Organizational Leadership specialization includes 36 credit hours and a minimum of 140 practice experience 
hours and is designed to offer graduate-level education to Registered Nurses (RN) with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree. 
The 140 mentored practice experience hours will focus on nursing leadership roles in a clinical experience site. 

MSN: QUALITY AND SAFETY
The MSN Quality and Safety specialization is designed to offer graduate-level education to Registered Nurses (RN) with 
a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree and is designed for experienced nurses who want to expand their career 
options. This specialty prepares staff nurses to assume a broader leadership role in risk management related to quality and safety 
improvement within a healthcare organization, and to actively participate in and lead interdisciplinary teams. In addition to the 
American Association of Colleges of Nursing (AACN) MSN Essentials (2011), the specialization outcomes were based upon the 
Graduate-Level Quality and Safety Education in Nursing (QSEN) Competencies: Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes (2019).

Credit Hour Requirements

The MSN: Quality and Safety specialization includes 36 credit hours and a minimum of 140 practice experience hours, and 
designed to offer graduate-level education to Registered Nurses (RN) with a Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree. 
The 140 mentored practice experience hours will focus on nursing leadership roles involving quality and safety in a clinical 
experience site. 

MSN PROGRAM COURSE PLAN

Program Sequence

All MSN students will take the first five core courses, and then complete the five specialization courses. The last course is the 
capstone course, designed to focus on developing a project proposal in your area of specialization. 

See below for course descriptions:

MSN COURSES: CORE

MSN-5000: Dynamic Healthcare Environments

This course provides key insights into a dynamic and evolving healthcare delivery system, including the impact of legislation on 
healthcare organizations and diverse populations. You will analyze key principles of complex systems leadership theory as it 
applies to disruptive innovation. You will focus on emerging models of care and the complexities of healthcare finance.
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MSN-5001: Theoretical Foundations of Human Behavior

This course concentrates on both nursing and related theories regarding the behavioral motivations and decision-making 
techniques of adults. Application of the biopsychosocial approach and various theories will be explored, such as violence in 
society, end-of-life decision-making, and health behaviors that influence quality of life.

MSN-5002: Population Health Management

This course will introduce you to the concepts and theories relevant to healthcare for multicultural and diverse populations. You will 
explore determinants of health from a broad perspective. You will examine various models for providing population-based care 
from primary care to accountable care organizations.

MSN-5003: Health Outcomes Research

This course will place an emphasis on research and strategies for improving nursing care for patients across the healthcare 
continuum. You will understand how to develop quality improvement projects, which utilize evidence-based practice and allow 
for systematic evaluation of outcomes. The course will include quality improvement, study design, and health outcomes measures.

MSN-5004: Quality and Safety

This course explores the issue of quality and safety from a patient-centered care perspective. You will explore strategies to 
promote ethical decision-making processes and to improve communication within interprofessional teams. You will explore legal 
and financial ramifications of incompetent nursing practice.

MSN-5005: Health Policy

This course focuses on nursing leadership and advocacy for healthcare policy improvement. You will explore the process of 
healthcare policy development, assess the role of coalitions, and recommend data-informed decisions for healthcare policy 
changes. Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN) roles and scope of practice will be examined through current legislation 
initiatives.

Joshua F.
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MSN SPECIALIZATION: MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP

MSN-5100: Human Resources Management

This course addresses application of behavioral sciences to management. You will analyze best practices for recruitment, retention, 
and motivation for employees. Topics include the relationship between staffing levels, competencies, patient safety, quality of care, 
and utilizing a cost-benefit analysis of various staffing strategies. Special issues surrounding unionization will also be addressed. 

MSN-5110: Leadership in Healthcare Organizations

In this course, you will explore key nursing leadership responsibilities, including the development of a just culture within the 
healthcare organization. You will explore evidence-based policies and procedures, quality improvement, and organizational 
planning within the workplace environments. You will be analyzing how nurse leaders have approached responsibilities and 
served as role models in the nursing profession. You will also analyze strategies for integrating stewardship of resources and 
managing incivility in healthcare organizations. 

MSN-5120: Healthcare Informatics

This course will focus on key knowledge for nurse leaders related to decision-making in the selection of systems software, decision 
support, and point-of-care systems. Topics include the planning life cycle for information technology hardware and software, user 
testing, and reporting. You will explore data analysis tools, performance dashboards, and key metrics. 

* Requires a minimum of 36 practice experience hours

MSN-5130: Healthcare Finance and Economics

This course introduces concepts and theories of basic economics and finance in healthcare. You will apply economic analysis to 
problems of the organization related to demand, pricing, cost, production, and investment. Emphasis is placed on the assimilation 
of financial concepts and application in healthcare agencies and institutions. The course will enable you to learn the foundation 
of current finance theory and tools for managing healthcare on a daily basis.

* Requires a minimum of 36 practice experience hours 

MSN-5140: Healthcare Strategic Management and Planning

You will investigate the processes of determining the management of healthcare systems through the development of objectives, 
design, and strategies. You will explore various models related to strategic planning within healthcare delivery systems. You will 
also evaluate the evolution of healthcare system management models. 

* Requires a minimum of 38 practice experience hours

MSN SPECIALIZATION: QUALITY AND SAFETY

MSN-5200: Patient Safety in Nursing

Patient safety focuses on the minimization of errors in treatment and the prevention of adverse effects associated with patient 
care. In this course, you will be introduced to relevant theories, principles, practices, and operational issues as they relate to 
patient safety and quality. You will explore patient safety problems and high-risk contexts for error occurrence and determine 
the appropriate tools and evidence-based practices to address these issues. Through the utilization of error theory and systems 
thinking, as well as methods of risk assessment, you will be challenged to consider the roles of various stakeholders in for 
patient safety. 
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MSN-5210: Nursing Policy and Regulation in Healthcare

Healthcare and nursing are regulated by policies and standards from a variety of groups and agencies. In this course you will 
examine external drivers and policy initiatives related to quality and patient safety improvement in nursing, including accreditation 
and performance. You will examine key federal legislation and regulations promulgated by organizations such as the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services, Quality and Safety Education in Nursing (QSEN), and the AACN MSN Essentials. You will 
also learn to develop effective internal policy initiatives related to quality improvement. 

MSN-5220: Analytics in Quality and Patient Safety

In the management of healthcare and nursing, the application and utilization of data are critical to achieving better healthcare 
outcomes and improvement. Nursing analytics encompasses the technology and skills utilized in data analysis and data 
visualization for enhanced decision-making. In this course, you will be introduced to how analytics are utilized in nursing quality 
and patient safety improvement. You will gain an understanding of various data sources and tools utilized for data organization, 
analysis, and presentation. Understanding how to develop data collection plans that support continuous quality improvement will 
also be included.

* Requires a minimum of 36 practice experience hours.

MSN- 5230: Performance and Process Improvement in Nursing

The tools and techniques utilized for performance and process improvement help nurses identify inefficiencies, ineffective care, and 
preventable errors. In this course, you will explore performance and process improvement through various quality improvement 
tools and techniques utilized for quality control and quality assurance. Some of the tools and techniques explored will be the 
Plan-Do-Study-Act Cycle, Lean, Six Sigma, force field analysis, and process mapping. You will be able to analyze nursing 
performance and processes as part of the continuous quality improvement process.

* Requires a minimum of 36 practice experience hours.

MSN- 5240: The Nursing Quality Professional

The nursing professional is instrumental to ensuring a culture of safety and quality improvement. In the role of a nursing quality 
professional, you will contribute to enhancing care delivery, optimizing value, and improving outcomes by leading activities that 
improve quality and patient safety. In this course you will explore the role of the nursing quality professional and examine the 
necessary competencies and ethical standards required of today’s nursing quality professional. You will focus on collaboration 
with various healthcare stakeholders to assess and identify quality issues that may impact the reputation, safety, security, and 
financial prosperity of healthcare organizations. 

* Requires a minimum of 38 practice experience hours.

MSN-5999: Capstone Experience 

Your capstone experience represents the culmination of your degree. In this course, you will address accountability of nurse 
leaders, improved cultural competency, and your professional goals as a lifelong learner. You will demonstrate evidence-based 
practices and strategies. You will also demonstrate mastery of program outcomes and provide reflection of alignment with the 
current AACN MSN Essentials and applicable specialization competencies.

* Requires a minimum of 30 practice experience hours. 
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OTHER MSN PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Practice Experience Requirements

In preparation for MSN practice experiences that begin in MSN 5120 or 5220 courses, the student has the responsibility for the 
fees incurred for obtaining the Practice Experience Site Compliance Requirements including but not limited to: CPR certification, 
liability insurance, health insurance, HIPAA/OSHA training, current immunizations, TB test (If a positive tuberculosis screen is 
received, students must submit one negative Chest X-Ray report), physical examination, drug testing, and background screening. 
All will be uploaded in stored in the CastleBranch repository. The Assistant Director of Nursing will work with the student to 
obtain mentor and site affiliation agreements. All hours completed, evaluations, and agreements will be kept in the Typhon 
repository. Please refer to the Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) Practice Experience Handbook for detailed information about 
the requirements. 

* A total of 140 mentored practice experience hours in the specialization are required for successful completion of the MSN 
program. 

Licensure

A current and unencumbered license as a registered nurse (RN) is required in the US state or territory in which the student completes 
all assignments for the program and practice experience hours in the field. (Note that military, federal, and foreign-educated 
nurses must meet this state requirement for nursing licensure.) A current and unencumbered (RN) license must be maintained 
throughout the program. Students must have the registered nursing (RN) license number and state of licensure on file with NCU. 
The student is responsible to update this file when a renewal or change occurs.

Andrea T.
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GENERAL PROGRAM INFORMATION

Program Climate

The University and MSN Program support the climate of safety, respect, and appreciation for all students. For further information 
regarding our policy, review the “Student Well-Being and Safety” section of the NCU Catalog.

Program Faculty

The faculty members in the SHS are accomplished healthcare professionals from various related disciplines. Consistent with NCU’s 
standard, 100% of the faculty hold doctorate degrees. The faculty consists of diverse professionals with a variety of cultural and 
professional backgrounds. The nursing programs are comprised of full-time and part-time (adjunct) faculty, with the majority of 
students being taught by the full-time faculty. Faculty are encouraged to participate in teaching, scholarship, service, and practice 
activities that enable the program to reflect achievement of goals and outcomes.

2 –  MSN PROGRAM MISSION, VISION, VALUES,  
AND PHILOSOPHY

The program’s mission, vision, values, and philosophy were intentionally crafted to reflect the School of Health Sciences and 
NCU’s mission, vision, and values.

Mission: 

The mission of the MSN program is to prepare nurses to function in nursing leadership roles by engaging in scholarship, synthesizing 
evidence-based research and institutional data, and contributing to interprofessional collaboration and practice implementation 
for optimal outcomes in diverse healthcare settings.

Vision: 

To be recognized as the premier online graduate school in nursing.

Values: 

Excellence: Setting premier standards for our students, faculty, and nursing program to ensure we provide robust educational 
and interprofessional learner-centered experiences.

Interprofessionalism: Using the fundamental elements of nursing and interprofessional education to support enhanced 
understanding as faculty and students work on common goals related to successful healthcare outcomes. 

Diversity and Inclusion: Embracing cultural diversity, thought, and deed, and believing that all persons’ perspectives enhance 
each aspect of nursing care delivery.

Integrity: Demonstrating professionalism, ethical behavior, evidence-based decision making, and service, while being committed 
to lifelong learning and professional nursing development. 

Communication: Applying effective written, oral, and listening skills, along with the use of innovative technology, to prepare 
scholarly papers and presentations, and build interpersonal relationships in the nursing and healthcare profession.
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MSN PHILOSOPHY: INTEGRATION OF NURSING, PERSON, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENT.

The nursing faculty believe that Nursing is an inspiring profession based upon the arts and sciences. Nursing blends scientific 
and technical skills with the act of caring to provide comprehensive care to persons. Our curriculum is designed to illustrate 
the influence of social, cultural, economic, and political concerns on current healthcare. The MSN nursing program celebrates 
diversity within our global community and is committed to equality for all people. We are committed to excellence in academics 
and service. We value leadership and strive for continuous improvement. We are deeply committed to holding each member of 
the university responsible for scholarly and professional work. We envision new and innovative education delivery and support 
proven concepts of teaching and learning. The MSN program will prepare students to generate exceptional healthcare outcomes.

Person is viewed as having physiological, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, philosophical, cultural, and familial elements. Persons 
are deserving of respect and dignity. Each person is able to function interdependently with others because of shared values and 
beliefs. Each person has a responsibility to contribute in health maintenance behaviors. 

Health is a continuum of physiological, psychological, sociological, familial, and spiritual levels of well-being. Health is viewed 
as a vital state in constant change. The health is influenced by a person’s perception of health, internal and external influences, 
their ability to access healthcare services, and the care provided.

Environment encompasses the world in which we live. Environmental influences include the accessibility of good quality of air, 
water, food, and living conditions. Society shapes the person’s health and wellbeing and views the environment as the domain in 
which people must interact and collaborate with the global community to preserve our ecological resources.

Nursing is the act of protecting, promoting, and optimizing health and capabilities, facilitating healing, advocating, and 
alleviating suffering through the human response in an effort to achieve health. Employing elements of professionalism, the nurse 
further supports care by functioning as an advocate in issues with legal, ethical, political, or economic indications. Nurses use 
critical thinking to promote, restore, and maintain health through the management of care.

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES MISSION, VISION, AND VALUES 

Mission: 

Developing leaders who are culturally competent and experts in interprofessional healthcare practices.

Vision: 

To be recognized as the premier online graduate school in the health professions.

Values:

Communication: SHS will be defined by the clear, intentional, and effective articulation of health sciences pedagogy as well as 
deliberate, timely, and respectful assessment.

Diversity and Inclusion: SHS will embrace diversity of culture, thought, and action; therefore, we believe that the inclusion of 
diverse people and perspectives enhance all aspects of health sciences education.

Interprofessionalism: SHS will employ educational standards that allow faculty and students from various health sciences 
disciplines to collaborate with one another to produce improved health outcomes.

Innovation: SHS will make use of advanced education delivery systems and state-of-the-art technology to ensure the best 
environment for health sciences teaching and learning.

Efficacy: SHS will equip students with the ability to produce exceptional healthcare outcomes.
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UNIVERSITY VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
Please visit the NCU Catalog for NCU’s Vision, Mission, and Values. 

3 – NURSING PROGRAM GOALS 
• Function in nursing leadership roles and contribute to scholarship to further the nursing profession. 

• Synthesize evidence-based research and institutional data to contribute to innovative practice implementation across 
diverse healthcare settings. 

• Promote interprofessional communication and collaboration among healthcare teams to advocate for cultural inclusion 
and equity for optimal patient outcomes.

Program Learning Outcomes

Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) represent students cumulatively learning across all courses by the end of the MSN program, 
as well as the knowledge and skills they can use in their careers. The PLOs are the focus of student assessment throughout the 
program.

Upon completion of the MSN program, you, as an adult learner and graduate, will be able to: 

• Assess nursing care against professional standards of care and community needs. 

• Recommend professional nursing practices using research and evidence-based practice models.

• Prioritize accountability and responsibility in professional judgment, ethics, and actions. 

• Recommend new models for nursing in an expanded role of citizen in the global society.

• Evaluate policies and economics related to healthcare delivery. 

Johnna B.
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MSN Program AACN Essentials 

I.  Background for Practice from Sciences and Humanities 

II.  Organizational and Systems Leadership 

III. Quality Improvement and Safety 

IV. Translating and Integrating Scholarship into Practice 

V.  Informatics and Healthcare Technologies 

VI. Health Policy and Advocacy 

VII. Interprofessional Collaboration for Improving Patient and Population Health Outcomes 

VIII. Clinical Prevention and Population Health for Improving Health 

IX. Master’s-Level Nursing Practice

MSN: MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP

AONL Competencies

X.  Communication and Relationship Building

XI. Knowledge of the Healthcare Environment

XII. Leadership

XIII. Professionalism

XIV. Business Skills

MSN Competency Model:

Student

Faculty

Program
QSEN

Advanced
Competencies

MSN PROGRAM
COMPETENCIES

Future Program
Specialization
Competencies

Course

AACN
Essantail

Outcomes

AONL
Competiencies
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4 – PROGRAM EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT 
The MSN program utilizes an ongoing assessment cycle as part of its strategic plan for quality continuous improvement. The 
assessment cycles include the following activities: 1) Gathering data, 2) Analyzing and interpreting data, 3) Developing action 
plans based on the data, and 4) Measuring successes of action plans and initiating subsequent cycles. Educational and program 
outcome data, as well as program performance data, is reviewed annually. This review is performed in order to revise outcomes 
per industry standards, to reflect MSN core competencies, educational guidelines, and evidence-based trends. Specifically, 
action plans are created to improve educational outcomes, curriculum, and overall program quality based on outcome data and 
faculty feedback. Action plans are reviewed and evaluated annually. The aggregated data and subsequent analysis are provided 
to various Communities of Interest (COI) at NCU, including but not limited to faculty, students, alumni, Student Advisory Council 
(SAC), Program Advisory Council (PAC), health industry employers, University administration, accrediting bodies, and others as 
appropriate. Feedback is requested from each community of interest which is then used to implement change and improvement in 
the program, its policies, and procedures.

Program Assessment

The purpose of program assessment, which includes many aspects (curriculum, teaching, learning, and assessment methods, and 
instructor effectiveness), is for continuous quality improvement of the program, ensuring we are meeting the needs of our students, 
accrediting organizations, and the healthcare industry. The assessment cycle is an evidenced-based, iterative cycle of planning, 
implementing, assessing, and improving learning outcomes and program performance. 

The Program Director of Nursing is responsible for overseeing assessment of the MSN program. The Assistant Director of 
Nursing is responsible for overseeing the mentored practice experiences. Institutional support for data gathering, analysis, and 
documentation of assessment activities is provided via the SHS Assessment Director. The Program Director meets regularly with 
MSN faculty to review the assessment data and to implement program improvements/modifications.

MSN Program Assessment Model: 

Student

Program

PAC and
Environment

Scan

Alumni

Faculty

MSN
ONGOING 

ASSESSMENT 
AND QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT

Course
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5 – PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS
Student

Students in the MSN program, as current or future healthcare leaders and professionals, are held to established standards and 
expectations. These expectations directly align with the program’s values.

1. Students are expected to adhere to all NCU policies, procedures, and codes of conduct.

2. Students are expected to be professional, respectful, and abide by the ACHE Code of Ethics.

3. Students have the responsibility to communicate with the MSN faculty and administration.

a. Communication with course faculty may be conducted by email, phone calls, and online conferencing such as Zoom.

b. Students are expected to engage in one-to-one conversations with course faculty, per the NCU learning model.

Conversations should be expected in, but not limited to, the first week of student courses.

c. Students are expected to contact course faculty and/or the program director if they are experiencing difficulties in a 
course and/or in their personal or professional lives. 

d. Communication with course faculty must be timely, either prior to or directly after any unforeseen circumstance. 
Students should not wait until after the course is over to discuss a late or missing assignment with course faculty.

e. Communication must be professional and respectful.

f. Communication must follow proper netiquette. Netiquette is the term used to describe expected etiquette behaviors in 
an online environment. This includes but is not limited to:

• Use of complete sentences, proper spelling, and grammar.

• Avoid the use of slang, obscene words, swearing, cussing, cursing, or threatening language. 

• Be respectful of differences and value others’ opinions (even if you disagree).

g.  Students should only use their NCU email for course/school correspondence.

• Students are expected to check their NCU email regularly, preferably daily.

• Students are expected to respond to emails in a timely fashion – within 24–48 hours.

4. Students are expected to adhere to graduate-level writing, which is scholarly and rigorous. Graduate-level writing goes 
beyond the expected minimum of the assignment instructions, broadens the topic from course room to professional life, 
is based in evidence, and synthesizes different points of view. Graduate-level assignments are to be written clearly and 
succinctly; have a limited use of quotations; and utilize proper syntax, grammar, punctuation, and spelling consistently.

5. Students are expected to use APA formatting for all assignments, unless otherwise noted. NCU has many resources 
available to students to help with APA and writing skills.

6. Students are responsible for all course material and are expected to complete all coursework by the assigned due dates. 
All assignments are due on Sundays by 11:59 p.m. Arizona time, per NCU policy.

a. Students have the responsibility to review all feedback provided by the course faculty on student assignments and are 
expected to apply this feedback to future assignments. If faculty feedback is unclear, the student is expected to contact 
course faculty for clarification.
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Grading Policy and MSN Late Assignment Grading Policy

7. Grading policies are consistent for all MSN students and are compliant with NCU’s Graduate School policies. 

 The graduate grading scale includes

A = 100-94

A- = 93-90

B+ = 89-87

B = 86-83

B- = 82-80 

C+ = 79-77 

C = 76-73

F = 72-0

Progression within the program is monitored in consultation with the Graduate School, and remedial plans are developed jointly 
for students who fall below the 3.0 GPA level. A student may be dismissed by the Graduate School for failing to progress. 

• If an assignment is submitted 1-6 days late and without prior communication and authorization from faculty, a 5% 
deduction is taken every day the assignment is late. This deduction occurs before other deductions for issues with 
content, critical thinking, grammar/APA, and resource use. Feedback on the assignment will be provided by the faculty 
member and the grade earned will be posted.

• If an assignment is submitted 7 or more days late without prior communication and authorization from faculty, the 
assignment will not be accepted, meaning it will not be graded and no feedback will be provided. 

• In addition, course work will not be accepted after the course end date (Week 8) and/or approved course extension 
end date. 

• This aligns with NCU’s Assignment Submission and Return and Grading Late Work policies. 

Emergency Event or Extenuating Circumstance 

If a student anticipates missing an assignment deadline due to an emergency event or extenuating circumstance, it is the 
responsibility of the student to contact the course faculty PRIOR to the due date, if at all possible, to make arrangements for an 
extension to the due date. An extension may or may not be granted. Overdue assignments may or may not be accepted with or 
without penalty. If the student is unable to contact the course faculty prior to the event/circumstance, the student should contact 
the faculty as soon as he/she is able. If the event/circumstance is medical in nature, a physician’s note or other documentation 
may be required by course faculty to accept the past due assignment.

8. All student course work is expected to be original and written specifically for the course in which it is assigned. Plagiarism, 
whether intentional or unintentional, is an academic integrity violation. This includes self-plagiarism. Turn It In is used for 
course assignments. Turn It In reports will be used as part of the overall assignment feedback. 

a. Academic recycling, which is defined as the submission of all or a portion of course work submitted for an assignment 
in a concurrent course, previous course, or at another institution, is not permitted. 

b. If a student is repeating a previously attempted course, NCU allows prior work from the same course to be submitted 
when a student is re-taking a course that was previously attempted. However, the student must notify their faculty that 
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they previously attempted the course and are re-using prior work. This exception notwithstanding, refining prior work 
before submission to best reflect the student’s current scholarly abilities and achieve the best chance for a passing 
grade on the re-take is always prudent.

c. If a student would like to reuse their previous work and believes that a concurrent or previous course assignment meets 
the criteria for a current course assignment, the following criteria must be satisfied: 

1. PRIOR to submission, faculty permission must be obtained. Not all faculty may grant this permission. 

2. Student must provide the current course faculty with a copy of the previous/concurrent coursework that they wish 
to repurpose PRIOR to submitting the assignment that contains the recycled material. This email must include the 
name of the course, course dates, and where the material was originally used. 

3. Written approval must be obtained from the course faculty via email. 

4. The original assignment must be substantially revised and/or enhanced to reflect the student’s current scholarly abilities. 

5. The recycled material is properly recognized as self-citing in the current submission according to APA guidelines.

6. Students have the responsibility to complete the End of Course Survey/Post Course Survey in each course.

7. Students are encouraged to participate in Interprofessional Education (IPE) Activities offered by SHS. MSN students 
are required to track their participation and turn in documentation upon completion of the program (see Appendix 
B). MSN students are encouraged to participate in at least 6 IPE activities during the tenure of their program.

Students are expected to engage in the Commons, particularly the School of Health Sciences HA, IPE, and Nursing 
Commons. There are a variety of interest groups in the Commons that students can connect with for engagement. the 
Nursing Commons will provide an area to collaborate with the nursing student community. All program announcements 
will be posted in the Nursing Commons, so students are encouraged to visit once a week. 

8. Students will complete a minimum of 140 mentored practice experience hours in the MSN specialization courses. 
These hours will be indirect care experiences in nursing leadership roles within the specialization. Please refer to 
the Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) Practice Experience Handbook.

Faculty

Faculty of the MSN program, as educators and current or previous healthcare leaders and professionals, are held to certain 
expectations and have certain responsibilities to the MSN student. These expectations and responsibilities directly align with the 
program’s values.

1. Faculty are expected to adhere to all NCU expectations, code of conduct, policies, and procedures.

2. Faculty are expected to be professional, respectful, and abide by the ACHE Code of Ethics.

3. Faculty are expected to teach through engagement, be present, be mentors to their students, share their knowledge and 
experiences, and help students grow as individuals and professionally. Please refer to the Teaching Through Engagement 
training and handbook for further explanations.

4. Faculty have the responsibility to communicate with the MSN students.

a. Communication with students may be conducted by email, phone calls, and online conferencing such as Zoom or Skype.

b. Faculty are expected to engage in one-to-one conversations with students, per the NCU learning model. Conversations 
should be expected in, but not limited to, the first week of student courses.
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c. Faculty are expected to contact students if they are going to be out of the office and unavailable. Faculty will also 
communicate to the student who to contact in their absence.

d. Communication must be professional and respectful.

5. Faculty are expected to provide timely, thorough, and relevant feedback on student assignments. Feedback and grades 
must be provided within 4 days of assignment due date. Faculty have the responsibility to ensure the student understands 
feedback, to work with students on improvements, and that the student is applying said feedback in future assignments.

6. Faculty are expected to adhere to grading at the graduate level, which is scholarly and rigorous, per the grading 
guidelines stated by NCU and the MSN program. Graduate-level writing should go beyond the expected minimum 
of the assignment instructions, broaden the topic from course room to professional life, be based in evidence, and 
synthesize different points of view. Graduate-level assignments are to be written clearly and succinctly; have a limited 
use of quotations; and utilize proper syntax, grammar, punctuation, and spelling consistently.

7. Faculty have the responsibility to report academic integrity violations.

6 – MSN PROGRAM RESOURCES
All students in the MSN program are expected to be familiar with the MSN Handbook and the policies outlined in the current 
NCU Catalog, as well as agree to abide by all key policies and procedures. In addition, students are expected to agree to and 
abide by the professional and ethical behavior outlined in the American Nurses Association (ANA) Code of Ethics. Failure to do 
so may result in dismissal from the program.

Program Advisory Council

The MSN Program Advisory Council (PAC) consists of leaders and administrators with a vast variety of healthcare experience. 
Similar PACs exist in each school throughout Northcentral University. The primary purpose of the PAC is to provide industry 
expertise to the MSN program, acting as sounding boards to ensure students are learning relevant disciplinary knowledge and 
skills that align with the needs of external stakeholders. PAC members are asked to participate in various evaluation activities. 
These activities provide the MSN program with valuable information to help support the continuous improvement of the program.

Student Governance

Student governance is a very important part of the NCU model, both within the program and across the University. The University 
Policy and Procedures Manual, Role of Student in Governance, indicates that students, as consumers, have a valuable perspective 
on the educational services they receive. Therefore, the University can benefit from their perceptions and input, especially on 
academic and administrative matters.

Students in the MSN program are encouraged to participate in governance through the School of Health Sciences Student 
Advisory Council (SAC). 

SHS Student Advisory Council

The School of Health Sciences Student Advisory Council (SAC) serves as a liaison between students, faculty, and administration. 
SAC members work together to evaluate and provide recommendations to MSN policy and program, as well as work toward 
increasing student awareness and participation with MSN opportunities. More specifically, this council is expected to identify 
issues important to the future of the University and the MSN program, as well as provide feedback and recommendations 
regarding improvement or enhancements to the program from the student perspective. 
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Student Support Services

Northcentral University offers an array of student support services. Contact information for all student support services can be 
found in the current NCU Catalog. With the use of a web-survey the university evaluates student support services annually to 
ensure the quality of these services are meeting the program and student needs. Please consult the NCU Catalog for specific 
information pertaining to the following services:

• Enrollment Services

• Academic and Finance Advising

• Disability/ADA Services 

• Center for Teaching and Learning

• Academic Success Center 

• Educational Materials and Resources

• NCU Library 

• Alumni Services

• Office of the Registrar

• IT Service Desk Team

• Institutional Review Board

• Well-being and Safety

7 - GENERAL PROGRAM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
Notice: Please consult the current version of the NCU Catalog for information regarding curriculum, academic requirements, 
fees, deadlines, academic policies (including requirements regarding English proficiency and degrees awarded by non-US 
Institutions), and application and admission requirements.

The following program policies are reviewed and revised as necessary. Policies have been developed to be fair and equitable. 
All program policies are designed to be supportive of the program and university mission and values. If students have questions 
regarding any policies or any other information found in this handbook, they are encouraged to contact the Program Director of 
Nursing (shs@ncu.edu) to seek clarification.

Recruitment of Students and Faculty

The program has an intentional and comprehensive strategy to attract and retain a diverse student body, faculty, instructors, 
professional staff, etc. Due to the format of the distance-based education structure, the program is accessible to students and 
faculty from diverse and marginalized backgrounds that may not have access to an MSN program in a regionally accredited 
university. We utilize the power of the internet and social media to reach the most diverse population possible. Additionally, in 
the recruitment of potential students, we use organizations that advertise to a wide variety of people and collect leads expressing 
interest in graduate studies. These leads are then purchased by NCU and the potential students are contacted to see if there is a 
fit between the goals of the applicant and the programs we offer. 

As part of the overall strategy, the program has striven to offer diversity in the curriculum to attract a wider body of students and 
faculty. Faculty are recruited through traditional internet-based websites (Higher Ed Jobs, Monster, Indeed, etc.) where we often 
purchase the “diversity package” to ensure the post are on specific websites that market to diverse populations of professionals. 
Reaching potential students, staff, and faculty is facilitated by the many internet-based resources that remove many of the barriers 
to searches that existed historically. 
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In addition, we receive referrals from our current full- and part-time faculty, students, and alumni who are spread across the nation 
and many foreign counties, as well as our PAC members. We also recruit potential students, staff, and faculty at professional 
conferences (e.g., ANA Quality & Innovation Conference, ANCC Pathway to Excellence® Conference, AONL Conferences, 
AACN Conferences, etc.) where we receive inquiries regarding our programs and employment with the University. 

There are formal structures in place to not only attract but retain a diverse student body and faculty/staff. The program strives 
for inclusion and diversity within the program, and the current strategic efforts have successfully created a program that has rich 
diversity in its current student body and faculty. 

Anti-Discrimination Policy

The MSN Program abides by the University’s Non-Discrimination Policy, as found in the current NCU Catalog. In addition, 
faculty are invested in the personal and professional growth of students and developing an understanding and appreciation for 
diversity is an important element of this growth. Diversity includes, but is not limited to, ethnicity, relationship status, gender identity, 
health status, national origin, race, color, religion, spiritual values, gender, sexual orientation, SES, learning disabilities, physical 
limitations, age, veteran status, belief systems, and academic and professional background. Respect for diversity is embedded in 
the nature of the MSN program at Northcentral University, and the program is committed to acknowledging and discussing issues 
of diversity. Due to the online nature of the program, students and faculty members come from a wide variety of contexts. As such, 
the importance of diversity can be seen in the actual diversity of our students and faculty, as well as being evident throughout our 
curriculum and educational outcomes.

Yolunda H.
Alicia G.
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Admission Policy

A degree in nursing at the bachelor’s level or higher from an institution accredited by either a regional accrediting agency or an 
agency recognized by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA).

• GPA 3.0 or above on a 4.0 scale. Applicants who meet all general admission requirements to the Master of Science in 
Nursing degree program, but who have a cumulative GPA for the BSN degree between 2.75 to 2.99, may be granted 
provisional admission.

• Current, active unrestricted license to practice as a Registered Nurse in the student’s state of residence. All students must 
maintain this licensure throughout the program of study. 

• Graduates of a foreign school with the BSN equivalency determination by the Council on Graduates of Foreign 
Nursing Schools (CGFNS).

The following is an outline of what can be expected once the student is accepted.

Responsible Party Action

Academic Advisor
Provides the student access to NCUOne and works with the student to schedule courses for at 
least one year in the Course Scheduler.

Student

Student stays in contact with her or his Academic Advisor (AA) in order to adjust the timing of 
courses, ask questions, or request information or assistance regarding matters related to these 
aspects of the program. The most common ways of maintaining contact are email, phone 
calls, or the University message system.

Student

Utilizes NCUOne as the primary means for completing coursework and degree requirements, 
serving as the gateway to courses, the NCU Bookstore, communication with faculty, staff, 
other students, and University resources, such as the Northcentral Library, the Academic 
Success Center (ASC), and the IT Help Desk. Using NCUOne, the student can review her 
or his degree plan, request/register for specific courses, manage educational finances, and 
setup or edit personal information found in NCUOne.

Student

Begins courses and submits assignments in a timely manner. Understands the program’s late 
policy. No “bulk uploading” is accepted. The student must receive feedback and a grade on 
the current assignment before submitting the next assignment. Stays in contact with faculty 
member regarding course attendance and assignment questions.

Faculty Member

When assignments are completed and submitted for grading, the faculty member reviews, 
evaluates, offers detailed feedback, and submits the feedback and grades for completed 
work. University requirements are such that faculty must respond to questions in messages 
or email within 24-48 hours and they must grade and submit detailed feedback for all work 
submitted within 4 business days. Provide academic and professional mentoring.

Student

Takes advantage of the asynchronous model to work at their convenience, within the allowed 
time frames for course participation and faculty member responsiveness. Students are 
encouraged to also set time to talk via Skype or Zoom (or by phone) if additional mentoring 
or support is needed.
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Minimum Technology Requirements and Training

Minimal Technology Requirements:
Students in an online program must have the technological resources necessary for them to be successful. The Technical Requirements 
(as found in the NCU Catalog) explain the minimum technical requirements for NCU students.

Available Technology Training: 
Students can locate the Student Technology Resource Center within the Center for Teaching and Learning Community in the 
Commons. The center can be found under the “Find What You Need” tile. This link takes you to the University Services Module 
and the Student Technology Resource Center can be located on the left-hand side of the page.

University Orientation

University enrollment and academic advisors orient students to the learning environment. MSN students should ensure that they 
have familiarized themselves with NCUOne, the Commons, and various student support services. Contact your Academic and 
Finance Advisors if you have questions. 

Code of Conduct Policy

Northcentral University has established a Code of Conduct for all students and faculty in the University community, including 
applicants, and alumni. Students in the MSN program are expected to abide by this code at all times. This code can be found in 
the NCU Catalog. 

Academic Integrity

All work submitted in each course must be the student’s own original work. This includes all assignments, exams, term papers, 
and other projects required by the faculty. The submission of another person’s work represented as that of the student’s (without 
properly citing the source of the work) will be considered plagiarism and will result in an Academic Integrity Policy Violation 
Notice being filed by the faculty member. The result may be an unsatisfactory grade for the work submitted or for the entire course 
and may result in academic dismissal. 

Assignments are submitted through Turn It In to help students prevent plagiarism, engage students in the writing process, and 
provide personalized feedback. 

The most current American Psychological Association (APA) Manual, is the standard for all student work. Students may find 
out more about this writing style through the Center for Teaching and Learning, the Academic Success Center, and NCU’s APA 
Central, or may ask their faculty mentor for help.

University Course Policies

Please consult the current version of the NCU Catalog for information regarding the following policies. Please note this section 
focuses on specific course policies relevant to the MSN program but is not a comprehensive (and may not be the most current) 
summary of all course policies.

• Course Participation

• Assignment Submissions

• Recommended Schedule for Course Completion

• Submittal Turn-Around Schedule

• Course Learning Assessment/Course Grade
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Grade Policy

See Grading Policies of the NCU Catalog for information about the NCU Grading Policies.

Natural Disasters and University-Wide Technology Outages

Students should be reassured that faculty will work with them regarding assignment submissions in the event of natural disasters 
(i.e., hurricanes, wildfires, tornadoes, etc.), or in the event of a university-wide technology outage. Each event and how it directly 
affects the student will be handled on an individual basis. This may or may not include extensions on assignment due dates, 
utilizing the Incomplete Grading Policy, and/or granting an official course extension. Students should contact their course faculty 
if they believe they will be impacted by a natural disaster.

Satisfactory Academic Progress

Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) is the standard by which Northcentral University measures students’ progress toward 
completion of a degree or certificate program. The three components of SAP are Grade Point Average (GPA), Course Completion 
Rate (pace), and Maximum Timeframe. If, at any time, a student is not meeting the minimum requirements for SAP, he/she receives 
an email notification in NCUOne as well as an email to the personal address on file. However, it is ultimately the student’s 
responsibility to know these requirements, and failure to receive notification does not nullify the SAP status.

Additional information regarding the Satisfactory Academic Progress policy can be found in the NCU Catalog.

Course Repetitions

Per NCU Policy, students who are unsuccessful (letter grade F) in a course may request a second attempt of the same course. 
However, it is recommended that the student make an appointment with the Program Director of Nursing to review their plan 
to facilitate academic and course success in the second attempt. If the second attempt is unsuccessful, per NCU policy, a third 
attempt may be requested. The Program Director of Nursing retains the right to determine if a third attempt is in a student’s best 
interest and the third attempt is not guaranteed.

Only the most recent grade for a repeated course is counted in the Program GPA. All attempted courses are counted toward the 
Course Completion Rate and the SAP Maximum Timeframe for program completion.

Academic Leave of Absence

NCU programs are designed to allow students to pursue their educational efforts full-time while managing other responsibilities. 
NCU will consider granting an Academic Leave of Absence (LOA) for a student who is experiencing hardships that make effective 
progress in his/her academic course of study unusually difficult. A leave of absence is defined as a temporary break from 
academic registration with a clear intent to return to the program of study.

Additional information regarding the Academic Leave of Absence policy can be found in the NCU Catalog.

Program Probation

Occasionally students experience difficulty in their graduate program that may lead to being placed on probation or other 
corrective actions. A student may be placed on program probation by the University or MSN administrative personnel for 
unsatisfactory academic progress or for unsatisfactory performance in other training domains. These include, but are not limited 
to, professional or ethical violations or concerns and/or other reasons identified by faculty.

A student placed on probation will, in consultation with the MSN faculty, develop a remediation plan (Guided Action Plan). 
Remediation plans are structured to assist students in working through whatever difficulties they are experiencing with the purpose 
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of achieving their professional goals. These plans will specify, in writing, the basis for the probation and the term of the probationary 
period. The conditions, which must be met in order to be removed from probationary status, will be specified in writing. 

Students placed on probation will remain on probation for a minimum of twelve weeks. Students placed on probation for 
unacceptable grades must successfully remediate the unacceptable grade and meet the requirements of their remediation plan, 
without incurring any additional complaints or problems, in order for probationary status to be removed. Removal from probation 
requires satisfactory progress of the remediation plan as determined by faculty consensus. Failure to meet the conditions of 
probation will result in dismissal from the program. If a student believes that the probationary status is not justified, or that the 
conditions of the probation are unreasonable, the student may appeal in writing to the Program Director of Nursing within 
10 working days. A student who has formerly been on probationary status may be terminated from the program for future 
inappropriate conduct or subsequent academic difficulties.

Resources Available to Students When Experiencing Difficulties

When a student is placed on probation, several steps may be taken as a part of his or her remediation plan. This plan may 
include, but is not limited to, the following: (a) reducing the student’s course load, (b) referring students to the Northcentral 
University academic assistance resources, (c) considering a possible leave of absence, (d) suggesting a referral of a student for 
therapy services or medical intervention in his or her local community, (e) creating a behavioral contract to outline the necessary 
changes and steps that must be taken for successful completion of the program, and (f) providing additional faculty mentoring and 
encouragement. All recommendations are designed with the goal of helping students to succeed. If, during a student’s program, 
the faculty determines that a student does not have the personal and professional health and maturity needed to be an effective 
healthcare administrator, the student will be advised of this and counseled to seek another area of study.

Dismissal from the Program

A student’s dismissal from the program may be a student decision or program decision. Students who violate the University’s 
Code of Conduct and/or Academic Integrity policy while enrolled in the program may be subject to immediate administrative 
dismissal. Students who have been dismissed due to a violation of the Code of Conduct or Academic Integrity policy, or due to 
any other legal or ethical matter, do not qualify for readmission to Northcentral University. Students in violation of the University’s 
Attendance policy may be withdrawn. Dismissal of students who fail to meet their financial obligations to the University is handled 
by the Accounting department. The Code of Conduct, Attendance policy, and a summary of the Academic Integrity policy are 
published in the NCU Catalog. Complete information concerning Academic Integrity is provided in NCUOne to students. For 
additional information regarding Dismissal Policies students can reference the NCU Catalog.

Time Limits for Degree Completion

Northcentral University allows 6 years to complete Master’s programs requiring more than 36 credit hours. Students who are 
unable to complete a degree program within the stated time limits are dismissed. Students who believe they have extenuating 
circumstances may document the circumstances and send a request for consideration to their respective Program Director or 
School Dean. Exceptions to the policy are determined on a case-by-case basis and, if granted, are granted only once.

Graduation Policy

Upon completion of all program requirements, student will contact their Academic Advisor to begin the process of petitioning 
for graduation. To ensure that all requirements of the program and degree, as well as those of the University, are met prior to 
conferring the degree, a Graduation Audit will be performed in response to a student’s Graduation Request.

The student submits the request to graduate electronically, which sets an alarm for the Academic Advisor. The advisor then verifies 
that all general requirements have been met to earn the degree. An additional audit is performed by the Program Director of 
Nursing to ensure that program specific requirements have been met.
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For all students, degree requirements include:

• 3.0 (letter grade of “B”) or higher GPA

• Official documents on file for basis of admission from an appropriately accredited academic institution

• Official transcripts on file for all transfer credit hours accepted by the University

• All financial obligations to the University paid in full

Once the Academic Advisor and Program Director have approved the graduation request, a notice is sent to the Accounting 
Department, which then verifies that all fees are paid. When approved by Accounting, the Registrar receives a notice to issue the 
diploma.

Exit Interview, Alumni, and Employer Evaluation Surveys

Graduating students are asked to participate in an online Exit Interview Survey immediately after graduation, and the Alumni 
Survey and Survey of Employers of graduates one year after graduation. The primary purpose of the exit interview is to give 
students an opportunity to share with the MSN faculty their overall evaluation of the MSN program, including ways that it can 
be improved. The primary purpose of the alumni survey is to gather information about alumni views of how well the program 
prepared them for success in various competency areas and current employment. The purpose of the employer evaluation survey is 
to gather information about their views of how well our graduates are doing, what competencies may be lacking, and, in general, 
how satisfied they are with the graduate’s performance. Students are asked to please be sure to provide contact information 
(email, phone, etc.) when they graduate so they or their employers can be provided links to these various surveys.

Student Complaint and Grievance Procedures 

Part of the process of becoming a professional is learning to deal appropriately with disagreements and grievances. Generally 
speaking, most concerns can be effectively addressed and resolved between the student and their faculty. Engaging in a respectful 
interchange of ideas and concerns with peers and supervisors an important part of a student’s professional development and 
learning to address concerns in a professional manner is an important graduate-level student skill.

If students experience a concern, either academic or administrative (e.g., university policy or procedures, its decisions or 
judgements), the student should follow the steps outlined in the table below. These steps are consistent with the levels of action 
described in the NCU Catalog. For academic concerns regarding grade appeals, students should contact their Academic & 
Financial Advisor or refer to the NCU Catalog for the current appeal process. 

*See NCU Catalog for additional information regarding university policies and procedures.

Student Grievances

In the event that a student has a complaint or dispute with the University regarding the University’s application of policies and 
procedures, its decisions, or judgments, the student has a right to seek a satisfactory resolution through the formal avenues of a 
grievance.

Complaint Procedure

Students are encouraged to attempt to resolve all issues with their Academic and Finance Advisor and/or faculty member. 
This procedure supports timeliness, quality, accountability, and ensures that the appropriate institutional levels are involved and 
resolve matters in an efficient and effective manner. Additionally, it allows those closest to the problem the ability extend the 
highest levels of support services.
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Academic and Finance Advisors will coordinate and collaborate with required team members, department, and/or schools in 
pursuit of a student’s required response. This ensures that the process is in accordance with policy and reviewed by the necessary 
parties required to properly address the issue at the appropriate institutional level.

Expected Escalation Levels for Resolution

1. First level - Academic and Finance Advisor/ faculty

2. Second level - Team Lead and/or Associate Director of Student and Financial Services

3. Third level - Sr. Director of Student and Financial Services/ Dean or designee

4. Fourth level - VP Student and Financial Services/ Office of the Provost (depending on the nature of the issue)

5. Fifth level - Grievance

NOTE: Dissertation Students are required to work through problems and concerns with their Committee Chair. If a student is 
unable to resolve an issue with the Chair regarding dissertation protocols, then the student may use these resolution methods.

Grievance

A grievance is a formal complaint that has not been resolved at other levels within the University. Resolution is viewed as being 
afforded due diligence and has been evaluated in accordance with ethics, academic integrity, policies, regulations, and laws. A 
grievance is not another channel of escalation in the case a decision was not made in the student’s favor.

NOTE: Appeals of final grades must use the appeal process defined in “Appealing a Final Grade” in the NCU Catalog, and 
review carefully the directives on appeals, as often the decisions of Deans in these matters are not grieve-able. Other Appeals 
include but are not limited to SAP, academic dismissal, administrative dismissal, and re-admission. Students should refer to the 
catalog for details on advancing these types of appeals.

Kenneth A.
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Grievance Evaluation

Formal grievances are reviewed by the Provost and are considered final. Students can file a grievance through their Academic 
and Finance Advisor if all other steps noted above have been attempted without appropriate resolution.

NOTE: Students may not grieve the stated or published policy of NCU.
An individual may contact the Bureau for Private Postsecondary Education for review of a complaint. The bureau may be contacted 
at 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive, Suite 400, Sacramento, CA 95833, through their website https://www.bppe.ca.gov/, by phone at 
916-431-6959 or by fax at 916-263-1897.

Procedure: Filing a Grievance

Responsible Party Action

Student Create a written document outlining your concerns and evidence to support your 
assertion. Submit this documentation to your advisor who will review and share as 
appropriate based on a review of each unique situation. Documentation should include: 

• The complaint;

• Other methods of resolution that have been used unsuccessfully to resolve this 
issue;

• Description of events leading to the grievance;

• Remedy or resolution being requested.

Students are expected to allow for the due diligence of review and investigation to 
occur prior to submission of a follow-up or attempted escalation of the same problem.

Office of the Provost 
Office of the Registrar

1. If the issue requires an impartial review to determine possible solutions above and 
beyond the resources provided through other departments, the concern will be 
forwarded to Provost@ncu.edu to determine if additional parties at the functional 
level should participate in the review and resolution.

2. If it is determined that further escalation is appropriate, they will assign an 
investigator and conduct an investigation.

3. Contact the student to determine understanding of the matter and to attempt 
informal closure. If that is not possible, continue the investigation.

4. Share results of the investigation with the Provost for review and judgment if 
required.

5. Communicate the outcome to the individual within 20 days (including weekends) 
* via email or share the decision in a telephone call.

(Note: If execution of proper due diligence requires more than 20 days, the University 
will maintain regular contact with the student to ensure they are aware of the status of 
the investigation.)

6. Provide copies of the communication to NCU departments as appropriate. 
Decisions made at this level are final and cannot be grieved or appealed.
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APPENDIX A
SHS Student IPE Activity Tracking

Please complete this form as you participate in IPE activities. You may want to upload this into your ePortfolio in Typhon for safe 
keeping.

*Please Note: Master Science of Nursing (MSN) students are required to track all interprofessional education (IPE) activities 
throughout their MSN program. Our goal is that you will have participated in at least 6 activities upon graduation. You will be 
asked to turn this form in to the Program Director of Nursing upon completion of your program.

NAME: Click or tap here to enter text. 

PROGRAM START DATE: Click or tap here to enter text.

PROGRAM: Choose an item. 

PROGRAM END DATE: Click or tap here to enter text.

Name: Program Start Date: 

Program: Program End Date: 

DATE IPE ACTIVITY TITLE BRIEF SUMMARY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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